Within the Study of St Germain’s 33 Discourses through the ‘I AM’ Activity of the St
Germain Foundation a Question was asked by Peter to St Germain about Services for Free,
which began and shall continue as part of the Elemental Grace Alliance’s Foundations and
Templates of Approach. The Question was part of a Series of Discourses called Why
America? Which St Germain facilitated with the EGA. The Why America? - Discourses are
free for delivery if requested.
From: Part 1 - ‘I AM’ Discourses - Why America & Other Questions – St Germain – 31st
December 2018
Question 4.
There is an obvious state of awareness that virtually all Spiritual Organizations and
Foundations continue to charge for God’s Truth through subscriptions, products,
merchandise, graven images, services and information and dissemination of such Truths. I
refer to Truths as the Messages from Higher Realms that in ‘Truth’ are free to All God’s
Children and thus discriminating against those who may not be in a position to pay for such
privileges to obtain. You yourself said in Discourse 21, and I quote.
“I wish every student of this Radiation to fix firmly in his mind that concerning these
Instructions, there may at no time be a charge ever made for Them. The student is always
free to make Love gifts as his heart directs, but to make a definite charge under the Law by
which these Instructions are given, would close the door immediately. Just the reason for
this I may not explain to you at this time. It is not that the labourer is not worthy of his hire,
but this Work comes under an entirely different Activity of the Divine Law, which I will one
day explain to the students.” End Quotation
Please explain today.
In the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourse, God Alpha says this about the Words of God:
These are My Words and it is My Desire to have them made available for All of My Children,
yet it is your choice to do so or not. I Created the Word for ‘I AM’ The Word. It is only the
human personality that claims ownership and the right to use them for their own selfish gain
and vain acknowledgement. My Words are free for All to use, regardless of their perceived
origin or whose mouth they come forth, for ‘I AM’ the Origin of All Creations, All Thoughts,
All Languages, All Words and All Manifestations. Man has always claimed My Creations as
his/her personal domain, but this is a false proclamation and one that holds no value, no
substance and no Truth in My Impersonal Life.
So here we have virtually all Spiritual groups around the world, Your Foundation included,
who continually charge for, not only Your Own ‘I AM’ Discourses, but merchandise, etc. I do
not judge or criticize here, just observing the facts that appear on the human surface, that
contradict the ‘I AM’ Teaching Truths. Everything is copyrighted and so goes forth with the
fear of using such work without paying for it, or licensing to use or getting human permission
to utilize such ‘Words of God’, contradicting the Truth and going against the Cosmic Laws for
the Freedom of Knowledge and the Words Of God or the ‘I AM’ Presence.
I know this may be seen as me playing the devil’s advocate, but the fact remains, from a
human standpoint, there appears on the surface that The ‘I AM’ Discourses are not what they
are claimed to be, or Their Power is being misused or overridden by the interference of human

free will, which as you have said ‘shuts the door for Their use’. Can you share Your Truth
Please?
Please Forgive me Dear Brother for bringing these questions to the table, but they lay
heavy on my mind and my shoulders here, and for that reason alone, I must at least ask to
have them answered by You, with Divine Clarity and God’s Holy Truth!
Thank You for Your Loving Patience and Support. With these questions ‘I AM’ the
Conquering, Victorious Presence in any achievement I desire; that 'I AM' now the Full
Dominion of every Application that I make; that ‘I AM’ the Presence always within every
demand, supplying, and fulfilling it. ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful, ‘I AM’ Grateful! Thank
you!
ST GERMAIN: Oh Beloved Hearts, Greetings on this Most Auspicious Day! These questions
that have risen from the depths of the human Calling to Know the Truth cannot be answered
with ease and grace for the answers go beyond the human comprehension of such things.
Therefore I must say No, ‘I AM’ Sorry, I cannot answer in a single Discourse; it shall take many
more than one. I could spend all day, many days indeed, answering these questions, but I will
do my best to find Clarity and Truth in the shortest time possible without losing any of you
along the way!
What you have asked Peter, cannot be answered in a way that cannot, but touch upon the
human drama, and if ‘I AM’ Truthful, cannot be answered in a way that even though Cosmic
Law has been applied in accordance to the Ray Four, that of Harmony through Conflict to all
events engaged, it does not exonerate Shamballa and the Hierarchy within the whole process
of matters that have prevailed in the unsuccessful prevention of World War II in Europe and
upon the lands of America. Although We were successful in the prevention of war touching
the shores of the Americas, We were unsuccessful to stop the war from reaching the American
territory of Hawaii. And this, plus a number of other relevant events, that placed those of the
‘I AM’ Activity into a situation of a loss of sufficient Stability and Focus, that allowed the dark
forces to regain what they themselves had lost. It was the war that broke out in Europe and
the eventual unpreventable attack on Pearl Harbour that undermined any firm Hold Upon the
Light within America, that would prevent the darkness from continuing their reign. The loss
of Pearl Harbour was a major turning point that would not allow for any Highly Desired Result
to remain. Instead it created an option of a decision that was made that resulted in a choice
between two evils!
Your questions Dear Soul have never been asked before in this way and so We have never
been able to bring the whole story to human awareness. This was suggested in Part 2 of the
Discourse for the ‘IAMEGA’ Conditions of Engagement when I said, ‘To Know more, you ask
your ‘I AM’ Presence of which I, and the Other Masters are connected to’. Peter has already
placed the question on his ‘to do’ list and that has grounded the question that no longer allows
it to be an unqualified thoughtform or action to follow through with. This Action is exactly the
same as saying out loud ‘I wish to ‘Know the Truth’ for I wish to be Free’! It has the same
meaning in the fundamental desire for the recognition, acceptance of Truth through the
Activity of the Mighty ‘I AM’ Presence. The ‘I AM’ Presence does not separate or distinguish
between thought, word or action, for the ‘I AM’ Knows All! I also said in Part 2 following this
very paragraph above: So, I used Peter unknowingly, thus his temporary reluctance, as an
example for all of you, so you will see firsthand, a practical example for when I share with you
the True meaning of the words ‘To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First’, in the following
expanded points! I had your permission did I not Brother?

Peter: Yes you did, but before I was conscious of it! But I am okay with that, no worries
mate!
You see Dear Ones, human response, yet Love in Action!!! ‘Love In Action’ equals ‘Service’!
‘Service’ equals ‘I AM’ Presence! One of the most beautiful things Dear Hearts about the ‘I
AM’ Presence, there is no Space or Time with its Love in Action, no boundaries or limitations,
no Status or Office within the Creation of God, and so The ‘I AM’ offers a brand-new
perspective from which to Work from within the human Inner and outer worlds! And yet
another example of what I will share about the Heart of Mother Earth, America, in due course!
That ‘in due course’ is now! I wish to set within your Mind and Heart the importance of
Qualifying everything that disturbs your Inner Peace and while the questions asked above are
very concerning and indeed disturbing and while they do appear to be a very contradiction to
the ‘I AM’ Presence Activity that I presented through Our Messengers in the 30’s and 40’s,
there is an answer that can be Qualified.
Not easily and not to everyone’s satisfaction, not without possible further human lack of
awareness or comprehension, but one that through the Truth can and Will eventually set you
Free! So please Dear Hearts, pay very close attention to everything that ‘I AM’ going to share
with you that is not necessarily public knowledge to date. Much has been shared within the
EGA Discourses, but even that has been limited due to time and space and depth of awareness
and lack of Resonance and Light Quotients. The Students of the world-wide ‘I AM’ Activity
along with every other Organization or Foundation is likened to the analogy of the pumping
up a flat tyre when the hole has not been repaired first! And it is this that I will endeavour to
Qualify for you all, over the coming days of Discourses.
This is such a complicated chain of events that, like the solution to stop any further attack,
or threat of war upon American soil, after Pearl Harbour, the result to save America, opened
the door to the Americas for the dark forces to regain their hold again. The Students of the ‘I
AM’ Activity did not have the sustaining Resonance or Light Quotients of Power to hold off an
even greater retaliation and invasion within the astral planes over America that infiltrated the
outer world of the Americas. The Americas has yet to remove all imbalances caused by a
number of past events since World War II.
We have told you that without the Calls from humanity, a humanity who within themselves,
hold sufficient Resonance and Light Quotients, the Hierarchy, Masters and indeed Shamballa
are hand tied as to how much They/We can do. We are so beholding to Humanity in
accordance with the Laws of Free Will that until human beings understand that no amount of
Decrees or Invocations below certain Resonances will help fight the dark forces. They are too
powerful in their own rights! Do not underestimate such entities.
We saw such events coming and once again you have been told that We had to devise a
Plan to counteract all the misgivings to regain the Upper Hand against the outer world events.
That Plan was to Create the Groups of Living Organisms, that would supersede Organisations
and Foundations that could not and would not rise above the Levels of Consciousness that
would allow the Higher Resonances and Light Quotients to be gained. That was in 1938 nearly
80 years ago in your time-line. That Plan was Initiated, Consecrated, and Inaugurated back
then, that has now become known as The Elemental Grace Alliance.
Can you see where ‘I AM’ going with this? It all follows and equates exactly to what has
transpired throughout this Divine Plan since 2011, to bring it to Fruition today, whereby the
Elemental Grace Alliance has now been given Permission by Me and the Christ Jesus,

Shamballa and the Hierarchy to be offered the Full Radiation of the ‘I AM’ Discourses, the
same Discourses that Our Messengers and Students in 1932 were given. The Work back then
was successful, in terms of what it prevented. However, ‘free will’ reigned supreme after the
War and we shall discuss this in more detail.
So Dear One’s, Beloveds of My Heart, I can therefore appreciate from a human perspective,
there does appear to be many disparities to deal with regarding the IDEAL, the PERFECTION
of what the ‘I AM’ Activity and Discourses have to offer humanity.
But Perfection is Earned and Won, not Gifted or Gained without Effort, Determination or
Labour from a human standpoint! Therefore no discussion can be possible herein or within
any Discourse on any Level, that will ultimately prove to any of you, indeed anyone that has
allowed the Discourses to come to them, even those who have so ardently and lovingly
embraced them with such purity of intention, that can help you, not without you experiencing
it for yourself first. No one is exempt from this Law. What one reads and what one believes
is quite a different thing from the discovery of Truth through one’s own personal Love in Action
experience. I wish to tell you at this stage, so you can appreciate what ‘I AM’ saying here. And
think about this carefully!
How many of you here could have every come to Know where you are today, since your
introduction to the Elemental Grace Alliance, if you had not taken every step along the way
with such Precision and Steadfastness and Attention to detail? How many people, Students,
Disciples or Initiates, do you think could step into the EGA right here at this point of ‘your’
awareness now, and Know without any shadow of a doubt that what has been revealed has
been Qualified enough for them to say, yes this is the answer to all human imbalances?
Likewise, I say to you, now put this awareness as a comparison for the understanding of why
the Students of the ‘I AM’ Activity after the war could not hold onto the Precision,
Steadfastness and Attention to detail. This will help you a great deal if you can understand
these questions that I reveal here.
Force is always qualified by the consciousness or individual using it. Therefore while the
consciousness of human beings, in this case regarding your questions, Students, Disciples or
Initiates has not been Qualified within themselves by first doing the work of clearing old
consciousness and human beliefs, then no potential of Qualification can be reached within
that individual or Group. That is another reason why Organisations and Foundations are not
successful in reaching beyond certain Levels of Consciousness. While any individual of that
Organization or Foundation has not done the Work required to raise one’s own Resonance
and Light Quotients, that Organization or Foundation remains subjected to mass
consciousness and hence remains in defiance of the Immutable Laws of the Cosmos.
So that is why the New Groups of Living Organisms demand that the Inner Work be
completed by each Individual Member of that Group first, so that each Member in their own
right is a Qualification of the Whole! Each Member can stand Forth as both Individual and
Group Consciousness. That is why the Elemental Grace Alliance has had the Djwhal Khul Rules
for Group Initiation introduced to it; to speed up the Individual Awareness of the
Individualization for the Group Co-Activity and Unity Consciousness.
So you can now hopefully begin to see a little of the differentiation between Group
Consciousness of Living Organisms and mass consciousness of Organisations and Foundations.
One is Qualified in Unification, the other is unqualified in Unification! It may appear to be
Qualified on the surface, but with greater comprehension and deeper review a Greater

Sentience, Cognizance, Receptiveness, Responsiveness and Appreciation, of its Members Will
be revealed! How can this be validated? If you could read the Resonances and Light Quotients
of the combined average of the Membership of any Group Organism, Foundation or
Organization; Resonances and Light Quotients are not subject to human ego personality, They
do not lie! Natural Laws and Nature, does not lie!
I shall remind you about the giving of one’s energy to another individual or Group, which
includes Organizations or Foundations:
1. To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First, before engagement of any earthly
spiritual activity through other individuals or groups.
What you are connecting to are the activities, beliefs and actions within the association to
their combined Resonance and Light Quotients that in themselves, comes down to what I
shared in Part 2 of the Conditions of Engagement: ‘Until you have Ascended Fully into Your ‘I
AM’ Presence as a Master of your own world and reality, the use of Decrees and Invocations,
the Application of Gratefulness and Adoration for Self and Others is a Law; for while you
remain within the limitations of the human consciousness, feet on the ground and walking in
the quagmire of human creations, you will be prone to absorb the lower resonances of such
things, including the Laws of Giving and Receiving!’.
Better Dear One’s to Work with this also.
2. To Qualify with Your ‘I AM’ Presence First, before any engagement of any spiritual
teaching, learning or sharing through gatherings or groups that are not in complete
alignment with your own ‘I AM’ Divine Plan for you.
I wanted to outline all of this for you as a firm platform from which to place your
consciousness, to give your attention or energy to! So understand what has been shared thus
far before you continue any further with My answers to your questions. We do not desire to
impose upon your ‘free will’, nor do We wish to have any further concerns or
misunderstandings or even mis-beliefs occur where they are not Qualified By Your ‘I AM’
Presence First! Do you understand this?
For now the short answer is nothing in the physical world is owned by any human being,
Foundation or Organization. All is Loaned to them by God to use in their Rightful
Guardianship, and Administration. To follow this Law of not is human free will choice. It is
understood that one must earn their living, yet the Truth is the Universal is the Unlimited
Supply of All things, if the Cosmic Laws are Applied, Implemented and Followed with Precision
and its Very Perfection. And yet, acquiring all or anything can be made manifest within the
Qualification with the ‘I Am’ Presence, if The Laws of the ‘I Am Presence are adhered to. Fail
to abide by the Laws and everything will reduce to human creation and its illusory state of
consciousness and thus worthless in the Higher Vibrational Realities where the Christ
Consciousness and All-Pervading Love that Governs Supreme. The Laws are not personal, they
are Impersonal, and no-one is exempt from the Karmic Wheel that shall Enforce any breech of
the Laws, sooner or later! Cosmic Laws cannot be surpassed by human thought or manmade
Laws. These have NO Power over God’s Creations or Ownership!
I will continue with this subject further in the following Discourses.
I Am St Germain At Your Service.

